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On khruk¤nh:
P.Heid.IV 334, P.Köln VI 279, and CPR I 232
The plate (Tafel XXV) allows a slight correction to the text of P.Heid.IV 334.4-5: read §n t“
Yohre¤ƒ t“ (instead of Í`pÚ) t«n §jagore¤vn. The same temple in Oxyrhynchus was already
known more briefly as the Yohre›on §jagore¤vn (SB V 7634.9-10, P.Merton I 26.4-5, PSI III
215.6). The whole text runs:

4

e`‡` t`i`!` eren zeËgow xit≈n`[vn] p`aidik«n karo¤nvn
tª z* toË ÑAyÊr, dÒtv tª
khruk¤n˙ tª §n t“ Yohre¤ƒ
t“ t«n §jagore¤vn lambãnvn parÉ aÈt`∞`! (draxmå!) iw* ka‹ tª
ye“ (draxmå!) b* .

The general situation is clear. The text offers a reward to the finder of lost clothing who
delivers it to the temple. Although a grammatical difficulty is removed by the new reading, we are
still driven to guess at the real significance of the word §jagore¤vn and we may still be in a similar
difficulty with tª khruk¤n˙, in spite of the thorough discussion given by Dr Kramer in ed.pr. line 4
n. When khruk¤nh first appeared in the papyri in a damaged and virtually incomprehensible
context in CPR I 232.29, Preisigke took it as an adjective agreeing with an understood noun such
as érxÆ and meaning therefore 'herald's office' (Das Amt des Ausrufers, Wb.s.v.). I have retained
the traditional English equation of k∞ruj with 'herald', although our heralds were associated only
with states and armies, and are now restricted to genealogy. The kÆruke! of Roman Egypt were
more like town-criers or, in some of their functions, like auctioneers, but an appropriate modern
English term is not available.
Dr Kramer cites passages of three ancient lexica, Hesychius, Photius, and the Suda, where
khruk¤nh is applied to women. She concludes that the khruk¤nh here was a female herald. My
inclination is to agree with Preisigke; perhaps the suppressed noun was tãjiw, often used of a body
of officials. This view depends on likelihood rather than facts. Nearest to fact is the text of CPR
232, of which I present a revised version below. The passage in question is still without a full
solution, but a reference to an office or department seems more plausible than one to a female
herald.
Moreover, it seems to me that a woman herald would be a very unexpected phenomenon in
the social circumstances of the Graeco-Roman world. For the sorts of paid work that women did
do see S.B.Pomeroy, Women in Hellenistic Egypt 160-71. The highly public performance of a
herald is far outside the narrow range offered there. The women's herald in Aristophanes' Ecclesiazusae is a very special case, which I would claim in support of my view rather than against it,
since the central joke of the piece is that women play the roles of men.
The passages from the ancient lexica run as follows:
Suda (Adler i.3 K.1540) KhrÊkaina: yÆleia. ka‹ Khruk¤na! §kãloun ÉAlejandre›! guna›ka!,
a·tine! eﬁ! tå! aÈlå! parioË!ai ka‹ tå! sunoik¤a!, §fÉ ⁄te !unage¤rein tå miã!mata ka‹
épof°rein eﬁ! yãla!!an, ëper §kãloun fulãkia.
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(Cf. i.4 F.823: Fulãkia: parå ÉAlejandreË!i tå §kmage›a t«n gunaike¤vn molu!m«n).
Hesychius (Latte ii K.2561) khruk¤nh. ≤ katarvm°nh.
Photius (Naber i p.340) khrÊkainan. guna›ka khrÊttousan l°gousin, with the note 'Codex
khruk¤nhn. Refero ad Arist.Eccl.713'.
From the Suda entries we learn chiefly that there were women in Alexandria who went round
entering courtyards and tenement houses to collect what we would nowadays call sanitary towels to
be disposed of in the sea. These women were called khruk¤nai. An obvious guess at the reason
for that name would be that they uttered loud cries, somewhat like heralds, as they went about their
work. The cries may have been intended to give notice to the customers, who presumably paid for
this waste disposal service, and another motive may have been to give warning to those who felt
that they might be ritually polluted by meeting persons associated with menstrual blood, although
the researches of R.C.T. Parker, Miasma 100-3, have indicated that menstruation did not inspire in
Greeks quite such extreme horror as has been shown in other cultures. Some evidence of its ritual
impurity is collected in G.H.R.Horsley, New Documents Illustrating Early Christianity 4 (for
1979) pp. 109-110, cf. P.Warr.21.125 and n.
The gloss of Hesychius, 'she who calls down curses', does not fall into any context
recognizable by me. It might refer to a female herald, cf. Dem.XXIII 97 katarçtai kayÉ •kãsthn
§kklhs¤an ı k∞ruj ... e‡ tiw §japatò l°gvn µ boulØn µ d∞mon µ tØn ≤lia¤an. I should like to
connect it with the Alexandrian khruk¤nai, but for that we should probably need 'accursed',
kathram°nh rather than katarvm°nh.
Unlike Dr Kramer I would accept Naber's emendation of the Photius codex to khrÊkainan
to agree with the Suda, and I think that he was correct to associate it with Ar. Eccl. 713, cf. 83452.
We need to return now to §jagore¤vn. Previous interpretations assumed that religion must
furnish the dominant element in any explanation, hence associations with confession or prophecy,
see P.Heid.IV pp.240-2. Here, however, we have a different association, one with some aspect of
the work of heralds or town-criers, and this casts a different light on the word. According to LSJ
the cognate verb, §jagoreÊv, has as its basic meaning 'tell out, make known, declare', while
khrukeÊv means 'perform the office of a herald' (s.v. I) and 'proclaim, notify' (s.v. II). The
similarity in sense is so striking that we can hardly escape the notion that this Thoereum was named
from its connection with heralds or town-criers. The translation must still be tentative, because we
cannot see whether we are dealing with §jagÒreioi or with §jagÒreia, but 'the Thoereum of the
proclaimers (proclamations?)' may do as a stop-gap till we have more evidence.
The implication seems to be that at Oxyrhynchus some town-criers were organized as a
corporation or college for cult as well as for business activities and that they had fixed their
headquarters at this particular temple of Thoeris, which therefore acquired the name of 'the
Thoereum of the Proclaimers (Proclamations?)' to distinguish it from other temples to the same
goddess, e.g. Yohre›on YenepmÒÛ, Y. %intan≈, cf. ZPE 60 (1985) 228-230. For guilds meeting
in temples cf. J.-P.Waltzing, Corporations professionelles i 210-17, cf. 219 on the schola Xantha
of the scribae librarii et praecones aedilium curulium.
A fragment of a similar text has been published by Dr Kramer as P.Köln VI 279 in the
following form:

4

e‡ ti! e[ren
¨¨¨`¨¨`¨¨`¨¨` d`Êv
` `[
t`a` m`ou [
tª plat[e¤&, dÒtv tª kh-]

]
]
§n]
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ruk¤n˙ l`[ambãnvn parÉ aÈ-]
t∞! dra[xmå!
]
ka‹ tª ye“ draxmå`[!
]
t°!!ara!.
2 dÊo

The readings in lines 2-3 are very doubtful: for this sort of text the phonetic error in dÊv is
not very likely and mou is meaningless without a definition for which there can hardly be room.
However, I must admit that I have not been able to make any convincing reading of the remains,
even from an excellent photograph supplied by Dr Kramer.
Lines 5-6 seem to offer a strong indication of the length of the lines, but the reconstruction of
3-4 is oddly different from the parallel. We are given a location for the loss of the property, which
is not in P.Heid.334, and tª khruk¤n˙ is quite without any qualification to compare with the
elaborate tª §n t“ Yohre¤ƒ t“ t«n §jagore¤vn. My feeling is that the location is that of the
khruk¤nh, which will be a different one from that in P.Heid.334. Lines 3-5 might rather have run
dÒtv tª §n] tª plat[e¤& c.7 letters kh]ruk¤n˙. There was a district of Oxyrhynchus called the
êmfodon Plate¤a!, which indicates that there was an open space in the city called simply ≤
Plate›a. The only other known plate›a was ≤ p. toË yeãtrou (P.Oxy.VI 937.10-11, PSI XIII
1331.35-6). In P.Oxy. 937 there is a question of a lost bowl or cup (fiãlh), seemingly lost on
board a boat travelling between Oxyrhynchus and Antinoopolis, and the woman who received the
letter was asked to enquire after it from some named persons in 'Theatre Square'. This might be
connected with a lost property office in that location, but the text offers no certain confirmation of
this idea. One objection to restoring toË yeãtrou might be that in that case the goddess who was to
receive a donation remains unspecified. This could be right; Athena Thoeris is the characteristic
local deity of Oxyrhynchus. Or the gap in 4 might contain the name of a temple, although we know
of no such plate›a.
Before we leave these two texts something may be said about the herald's formula e‡ ti!
eren, which occurs also in P.Oxy.LI 3616.1. In the introduction there I suggested that the word
missing from the manuscripts of Lucian, Fugitivi 27 e‡ ti! < > éndrãpodon ktl., should be
eren rather than e‰den, as supplied by Fritsche and printed in the usual texts, e.g. M.D.MacLeod,
OCT iii (1980). Unfortunately I have not been able to locate where Fritsche made his original
suggestion, but I now see that it was based on Moschus 1 (= Anth. Graec. IX 440) 1-3:
ÑA KÊpri! tÚn ÖErvta tÚn uﬂ°a makrÚn §b≈!trei.
'E‡ ti! §n‹ triÒdoi!i plan≈menon e‰den ÖErvta,
drapet¤da! §mÒ! §!tin. ı manutå! g°ra! •je›.' ktl.
Now that the papyri have revealed that e‡ ti! eren is a formula used by heralds in
advertising for runaway slaves, as well as for other lost property, it seems inevitable that we should
emend e‰den to eren in Moschus as well as supply eren as the omitted word in Lucian.
Finally we must return to the text in which the word khruk¤nh first appeared, CPR I 232. Its
script seems to date from the second half of the third century A.D. and it is a written affirmation of
evidence (diamartur¤a), submitted by at least two persons, who declare that the charge of theft
which their woman neighbour has brought against them in the past and failed to sustain is false. It
is submitted to a board of officials, who are most likely to have been nyctostrategi, cf. J.Lallemand,
L'Administration 164-5, P.Oxy. Hels.26 introd. Dr Harrauer, Director of the Vienna papyrus
collection, has kindly supplied an excellent photograph of the document, see Tafel II, on which the
following revised version is based:
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--------------------------------------c. 20 letters
]¨¨¨`¨¨¨`[ c.12 letters
c. 20 letters
]¨¨¨`¨¨¨`[¨¨¨`]¨¨¨`ol
` ¨` ¨¨`[¨¨¨`]¨¨¨`¨¨¨`¨¨¨`toi!
c.12
]¨¨¨`¨¨¨`¨¨¨`¨¨¨`¨¨¨`[¨¨¨`¨¨¨`¨¨¨`]¨¨¨`pl
` e` i!to`[¨¨¨`¨¨¨`]¨¨¨`¨¨¨`¨¨¨`nmh`
c.12
] ep¨i¨¨¨`[¨¨¨`¨¨¨`¨¨¨`]¨¨¨` §`ph
` re`ã[` z]e`in bouc.10
] !`ukofa`n[` t¨¨¨`¨¨¨`]¨¨¨`¨¨¨`¨¨¨`en proÆxyhmen ¶g]g`r[` a]f`[o]n` taÊthn d`ia
` m
` artur¤an par' Ím›n
p]o`i∞
` !` ai` p`[ãl]in ≤`mç! a`ÈtoÁ! é!fali!ãmenoi
prÚ! tÚ mØ` §`kke›!`y[` a]i¨` §phre¤& deut°r&.
gunØ EÈdai[m]on‹! tÚ ˆn`om
` a
` §k geitÒnvn
≤m«n oﬁk[oË]!a ka‹ boulom°nh ceude›!
a`ﬁt¤a! ≤m›n` [§]p`if°rein` ¶`fh
` !en éntlhtikÚn
k]ãdon ka‹ ß`te` r
` [` o]n e‰do! xãlkeon Íf[˙r]∞`!yai §n
tª aÈt∞! oﬁk`[¤]&, ka‹ pr`Ú! peiyanÒth`ta toË
!ukofantÆm`[a]to!, m°![ou] ˆ`nto! teix¤o`u` dÊo aÈl«n t∞! te ≤met°ra! k`[a‹] t`∞! ge¤tono! oﬁk¤a!
k`a‹` ` toË teix¤ou kerãmoi! [§!]t`oiba!m°nou, tÚn
!u]nd°onta phlÚn k`[a‹ t«n] k`er
` ãmvn toÁ! m°!ou`!`
Íf]elom°nh, ≤m›n §p`°feren tØn aﬁt¤an t«n
Íf]˙rhm°nvn ka‹¨` pa`rÆ`[gg]eilen m¢n ≤m›n, épÚ t∞!
Íme]t°ra! tãjev! f`rour[ån l]a`boË!a, ≤m«n d¢ parage]n`om°nvn ka‹ •t`o¤m`vn ˆntvn` épokr¤`n`e`!`yai
p]e`r‹ œn §!ukofantoÊm`ey` a
` ,` ı gam«n aÈtØn !tr`ati]≈`th!, ⁄ yarroË!a taËta` k`ay` É ≤m«n !un!k`eu
` ã
` -`
z]e`tai, oÈk°ti m¢n §n∞ge prÚ! ≤mç! d¤khn, proek]ale›to d¢ ˜rkon ka‹ tØn [par]É ≤`m`«`n p¤!te`i`n, éji«n
≤]mç! ÙmnÊnai per‹ t«n [aÈt]«`n Íf˙rhm°nvn.
t]aËta prokale!am°nh ëma t“ é`nd
` r¤, dÒjan` aÈtª, oÈk°]t`i` §p‹ toÁ! ˜rkou! épÆnt`a,` ≥`toi éllaxÒyen e`ÍroË]!a µ ka‹ par`å t`“ tØn kh`ru
` k
` ¤nhn §p`ituxoË!a
t∞]! eÍ[r]°!ev!. ˜pv! d¢ ta`Ët` a
` ` m`Ø` émãrtura ¬, mhd¢] t`Ú !u`kofãnth`ma aÈt∞! Í`fÉ` ≤`m«
` n épo!ivphyª,
§pid]¤`domen t[ã]de tå bi`b`l`¤`a` é`jioËnte! e‰nai §n
kat]a`x`v`ri!m[“] deiknÊnta` tÚn b¤on tÚn ≤m°teron] k`ayareÊo[n]ta pã!h! a`ﬁ`t`¤a!, ·nÉ ÅeﬁÄ Ï!teron pãlin
peir]hye¤h` !`uk
` [` o]f`ante›n, fa`nerå aÈt∞! ¬ §k t«n
=h]y`°n` tv`[n ≤] p`[r]oa¤re!i[!] §`n oÂ! §pixeirÆ!`a!` a
` `
•ãl]v`, §`[k deut°r]o`u d¢ §jel`e[` gxy∞]n`ai` ` d`[Ên]htai.
(vac.?) dieutux]e›te. (vac.)
c. 10 letters Me]xe‹r ke`* .
12 l. piyanÒthta

23-4 l. !u!keuãzetai

25 l. p¤!tin
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'. . . we were impelled to lay before you this written testimony, again securing ourselves
against being exposed to a second injury.'
'A woman called Eudaemonis, who lives next door to us and wishes to bring false charges
against us, alleged that a water-drawing pot and another vessel made of bronze had been stolen in
her house, and to lend conviction to her slander, since there is a wall between the two courtyards of
our house and the next one and the wall is stacked with tiles, she removed the middle tiles and the
mud plaster binding them together and tried to bring a charge of stealing the goods against us. First
she took out a summons against us, getting assistance from your department; then when we
appeared in court and were ready to answer to the slanders we were suffering, the soldier who lives
with her, on whom she relies when she trumps up these charges against us, did not after all try to
bring a suit against us, but began to issue a challenge to an oath and a pledge from us, asking us to
swear an oath about the same stolen goods. Having issued this challenge in collusion with her
man, by her own personal decision she did not after all try to attend for the oaths, either because
she found (the goods) elsewhere or indeed because she succeeded in making the discovery while
visiting the person who is in charge of the association of heralds. So that these facts may not go
unwitnessed nor her slander be passed over in silence by us, we submit this petition, requesting
that it be placed upon record as showing that our way of life is clear of all guilt, in order that, if she
should later again try to spread slander, her (evil) disposition in the attempts in which she was
detected may be manifest from what has been said and that she may be able to be convicted a
second time.'
'Farewell.'
'(Year n of emperor X.?), Mecheir 25.'
Absolute reliance should not be placed on every element of this restored version. For
instance, at the beginning of 35 peir]hye¤h might be rather tolm]hye¤h, and in 36-7 the restorations
are no more than stopgaps which give a plausible and possible sense.
Wessely's text of lines 1-5 seems to show that in the ninety-odd year interval between his
publication and the present day a small piece containing the beginnings of 1-4 or 1-5 has been lost
or misplaced. He prints in CPR I p. 259:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

..ara...................]mvn [.....
amfoter[...........].o...omolo[gh]ma toi!
!ukofantoumenoi! pe[ri]plei!tou otan mh
afh!uxa[!h] epith[.....]ephrea[z]ein bou
lomenv ..... !]ukofa[nt.....eti prohxyh

This may indicate that we have lost only the address to the board of officials, the nyctostrategi
if my suggestion above is correct, but are still near the beginning of the document, line 1 opening
with parã, followed by the names of the persons who submitted the deposition and then their
origin, émfot°rvn épÒ. Before to›! an attractive possibility would be pÒlev!. I have tried to fit
épÚ t∞! aÈt∞! pÒlev! or épÚ t∞! mhtropÒlev! to the traces and failed. Although it would be
rather difficult to account for applicants from Antinoopolis in a document stated to come from its
neighbour across the river, Hermopolis, I am tempted to suggest, tentatively, émfot°rvn épÚ t∞!
ÉAntin]Ò`o`[u] p`Òle`v`!`.
After that we might easily reconstruct what would be a suitably sententious opening by
adapting the main elements of Wessely's transcription to what now remains, as follows:
to›!
!ukofantoum]°`no` i` !` ` [per]‹ ple¤!to[u §]!`t‹` n` mØ
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éfh!uxã!ai] §p‹ t`[«n t]e` §phreã`[z]e`in boulom°nvn ka‹] !`ukofan`[te›]n`. ˜`y`en proÆxyhmen ktl.
'For those who are being slandered it is of the utmost importance not to rest quiet in the face
of those who want both to injure and to slander them. Hence we were impelled' etc.
Having established a general view of the document we can return to the passage containing
the word khruk¤nh. The Greek, as I have read and conjecturally restored it, runs:

30

t]aËta prokale!am°nh ëma t“ é`nd
` r¤, dÒjan` aÈtª, oÈk°]t`i¨` §p‹ toÁw ˜rkou! épÆnt`a,` ≥`toi éllaxÒyen e`ÍroË]!a µ ka‹ par`å t`“ tØn kh`ru
` k
` ¤nhn §p`ituxoË!a
t∞]! eÍ[r]°!ev!.

'Having issued this challenge in collusion with her man, by her own personal decision she
did not after all try to attend for the oaths, either because she found (the goods) elsewhere or indeed
because she succeeded in making the discovery while visiting the person who is in charge of the
association of heralds.'
(I gratefully acknowledge that I owe the sense of this translation to Professor Hagedorn and
Dr Kramer; I had in fact misunderstood the text which I read and restored myself!)
It should also be acknowledged that kh`ru
` k
` ¤nhn is not a self evident reading, chiefly because
the doubtful eta looks more like alpha or lambda followed by something else, perhaps iota, see
Tafel II. I have come to the conclusion that this impression must be the result of damage, since no
other word can be found to fit better and since the sense suits what we already know of the
khruk¤nh from the new texts. It seems that the petitioners think or profess to think that their
adversary did not proceed with her challenge because she recovered the goods. It seems that,
although they reject the charge against themselves as false, they are willing to allow that the goods
had been missing at some time and that there was some sort of basis for suspicion, until they were
recovered. They conjecture that the goods might have turned up in the lost property office.
The slightly surprising accusative absolute is classical, see LSJ s.v. dok°v II 4.c., and has
appeared also in P.Oxy. I 44.10, cf. B.G.Mandilaras, The Verb 370 (§ 911). It is rather awkwardly placed in the sentence. I take it to refer forward, being intended to emphasize the woman's
wilful decision to change her mind about her legal challenge.
If this text is right or nearly right we need to understand a participle with parå t“ to govern
tØn khruk¤nhn. Something like dioikoËnti might suit the sense, or if this is a government
contract, ésxoloum°nƒ or §jeilhfÒti. Unfortunately we do not yet have a very clear idea of how
heralds were organized, see R.Taubenschlag, Opera Minora ii 151-7 = 'The Herald in the Law of
the Papyri', Archives d'Histoire du Droit Oriental 6(1949)189-94, and we have only recently begun
to see how they functioned in the recovery of lost property. However, there seems very little
chance that there is any reference to a female herald either in this text or in the two notices or
proclamations of lost property.
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